Interface Flow of Device

Initial Screen ➔ View All Screen ➔ View Hidden Location Screen

More Info. Screen ➔ Talking-Points.com edit page

Sub-Item Screen ➔ Talking-Points.com edit page
Initial Screen of Device

Detected Points of Interest

- Expresso Royale: Coffee Shop
- Anna Banana: Clothing Store
- Underground Printing: Custom Printing
- TCF Bank: Bank
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Indicates "selection" action; see results on "more information" screen

View All
View All Screen of Device
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**Points of Interest**

- **Expresso Royale**: Coffee Shop
- **Anna Banana**: Clothing Store
- **Underground Printing**: Custom Printing
- **TCF Bank**: Bank

Clicking on eye icon will omit viewing location info.; location will be found in list under “View Hidden Locations”.

**View Hidden Locations**
View Hidden Locations Screen of Device

Legend
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Hidden Points of Interest

Golden Dragon Restaurant: Chinese
New York Pizza Restaurant: Italian
Underground Printing Custom Printing
Chase Bank Bank

Clicking on eye icon will allow viewing location info.; location will be found in list under "View All" screen

jumps to initial screen
More Information Screen of Device
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Talking Points Logo

Expresso Royale  Coffee Shop

Menu
- Hours
- History
- Comments

Add New Item

Points you have recently passed:
- Anna Banana  Clothing Store
- Underground  Printing  Custom Printing
- TCF Bank  Bank
- Golden Dragon  Restaurant: Chinese

Talking-Points.com edit page

Indicates “selection” action; see results on “more information sub-item” screen

jumps to initial screen
Expresso Royale
Coffee Shop

Menu
- $2 Latte on Mondays
- $1 Tea on Thursdays
- Coffee: $2.25(S); $2.75(M); $3.25(L)
- Columbian Mocha: $2.25(S); $2.75(M); $3.25(L)
- White Chocolate Peppermint Tea: $2.25(S); $2.75(M); $3.25(L)
- Earl Grey
- Spicy Chai
- Desserts: $2.50 - $4.25
  - Blueberry Muffin

Points you have recently passed
- Anna Banana
  Clothing Store
- Underground Printing
  Custom Printing
- TCF Bank
  Bank
- Golden Dragon
  Restaurant: Chinese

Talking Points.com edit page
Contribute